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KEY=SPORT - MILLS GATES
BARBARIANS, GENTLEMEN AND PLAYERS
A SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF RUGBY FOOTBALL
Routledge First published in 1979, this classic study of the development of rugby from folk game to its modern Union
and League forms has become a seminal text in sport history. In a new epilogue the authors provide sociological
analysis of the major developments in international ruby that have taken place since 1979, with particular attention to
the professionalism that was predicted in the ﬁrst edition of this text. Sports lovers, rugby fans and students of the
history and sociology of sport will ﬁnd it invaluable. Rugby football is descended from winter 'folk games' which were a
deeply rooted tradition in pre-industrial Britain. This was the ﬁrst book to study the development of Rugby from this
folk tradition to the game in its modern forms. The folk forms of football were extremely violent and serious injuries even death - were a common feature. The game was reﬁned in the public schools who played a crucial role in
formulating the rules which required footballers to exercise greater self-control. With the spread of rugby into the
wider society, the Rugby Football Union was founded but class tensions led to the split between Rugby Union and
Rugby League. The authors examine the changes that led to the professionalisation of Rugby Union as well as the
alleged resurgence of violence in the modern game.

RUGBY'S GREAT SPLIT
CLASS, CULTURE AND THE ORIGINS OF RUGBY LEAGUE FOOTBALL
Routledge Since it’s ﬁrst publication, Rugby’s Great Split has established itself as a classic in the ﬁeld of sport history.
Drawing on an unprecedented range of sources, this deeply researched and highly readable book traces the social,
cultural and economic divisions that led, in 1895, to schism in the game of rugby and the creation of rugby league, the
sport of England’s northern working class. Tony Collins’ analysis challenges many of the conventional assumptions
about this key event in rugby history – about class conﬂict, amateurism in sport, the North-South divide, violence on
the pitch, the development of mass spectator sport and the rise of football. This new edition is expanded to cover
parallel events in Australia and New Zealand, and to address the key question of rugby league’s failure to establish
itself in Wales. Rugby’s Great Split is a benchmark text in the history of rugby, and an absorbing case study of wider
issues – issues of class, gender, regional and national identity, and the impact of the commercialization and recent
professionalization of rugby league. This insightful text is for anyone interested in Britain’s social history or in the
emergence of modern sport, it is vital reading.

SPORT: THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPORT
Taylor & Francis A collection of texts providing a useful resource for students in the ﬁeld of sports studies. Subject
headings include approaches to the study of sport, the development and structure of modern sport, sport and power
relations, and major issues in contemporary sport.

SPORT HISTORIES
FIGURATIONAL STUDIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN SPORTS
Routledge Sports Histories draws on ﬁgurational sociology to provide a fresh approach to analysing the development of
modern sport. The book brings together ten case studies from a wide range of sports, including mainstream sports
such as soccer, rugby, baseball, boxing and cricket, to other sports that until now have been largely neglected by
sports historians, such as shooting, motor racing, tennis, gymnastics and martial arts. This groundbreaking work
highlights key debates in the analysis of modern sport, such as: the relative inﬂuence of intra-national class conﬂict
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and international conﬂict the relative prominence of commercially led processes in diﬀerent contexts the centrality of
concerns over violence diﬀerences between elite and mass-led sports developments. Above all, Sport Histories proves
the distinctiveness of the ﬁgurational sociological approach and its usefulness in the study of the development of
modern sport.

THE POLITICS OF SPORTS DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT OF SPORT OR DEVELOPMENT THROUGH SPORT?
Routledge This text traces the evolution of sports development in the UK in the context of broader shifts in sport and
social policy. It explores the emergence of sports development from the early years of public policy for sport in the
1960s to the contemporary era. This analysis is set against a background of policy initiatives, from 'Sport For All',
'Action Sport' and CCT, to the National Lottery and the contemporary emphasis on sport as a factor in the social and
cultural well-being of the nation. Incorporating original material from major case studies and the national governing
bodies of hockey, rowing, rugby union and tennis, the book examines the reality of "doing sports development" within
this changing social and political policy climate.

MARKETING RUGBY TO A TIER. SPORT IN THE USA AND MARKETING
GRIN Verlag Master's Thesis from the year 2012 in the subject Business economics - Marketing, Corporate
Communication, CRM, Market Research, Social Media, grade: "B", London Metropolitan University (ESCEM), course:
International Marketing Communications, language: English, abstract: The sports market in the U.S. is as competitive
as ever, doubling the size of the automobile industry in 2009. It has reached an estimated worth of $213 billion , with
sports both traditional and non-traditional vying for attention. In the middle of that sports market sits rugby. Rugby
union is a global game played in many countries across the world. It has reached and inspired millions of sporting fans
worldwide via its events like the Rugby World Cup (IRB). The sport is considered an emerging sport in the U.S. and
consumer loyalty remains hidden in the small rugby community throughout the country. There appears to be many
people that are aware of rugby, however, the sport hasn’t made a big enough impact to attract more spectators, or
even sponsors. There is a small and loyal rugby community in the United States that appears to be growing, but
becomes stagnant in growth post collegiate level. The proliferation of a tier I rugby venue in the USA, built on a
foundation of brand loyalty and a growing long term fan base through marketing methods and development, is the
driving force behind this study.

MAKING MEN: RUGBY AND MASCULINE IDENTITY
Routledge This text looks at how an understanding of rugby can provide insight into what it has meant to "be a man" in
societies inﬂuenced by the ideals of Victorian upper and middle classes. It shows that rugby has been a means of
promoting male exclusivity, but also been a means of cultural incorporation.

SPORT DEVELOPMENT IN THE UNITED STATES
HIGH PERFORMANCE AND MASS PARTICIPATION
Routledge The development of both elite, high performance sport and mass participation, grassroots-level sport are
central concerns for governments and sports governing bodies. This important new study is the ﬁrst to closely examine
the challenges and opportunities for sports development in the United States, a global sporting giant with a unique,
market-driven sporting landscape. Presenting an innovative model of integrated sports development, the book
explores the inter-relationship between elite and mass sport across history, drawing on comparative international
examples from Australia to the former USSR and Eastern bloc countries. At the heart of the book is an in-depth
empirical study of three (traditional and emerging) sports in the US – tennis, soccer and rugby – that oﬀer important
lessons on the development of elite sport, methods for increasing participation, and the establishment of new sports in
new markets. No other book has attempted to model sports development in the United States in such depth before.
Therefore this should be essential reading for all students, researchers, administrators or policy-makers with an
interest in sports development, sports management, sports policy, or comparative, international sport studies.

RUGBY IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
PLAYING ON THE PERIPHERY
Routledge This book critically examines how rugby union has developed in recent years, in nations on the periphery of
the sport. Focusing on people and places on the fringes, it examines contemporary issues and challenges within the
global game. Such a collection is timely, as the sport’s governing body seeks to expand inﬂuence and participation
beyond the eight core nations, with the 2019 Rugby World Cup in Japan being the ﬁrst time that that tournament has
taken place outside of the core. Presenting case studies from Europe, Africa, North and South America, Asia and the
Middle East, this collection oﬀers an interdisciplinary account of a sport that is undergoing a period of signiﬁcant
change. Through examination of topics such as the development of rugby sevens and the growth of women’s rugby, it
considers what the future may hold for the sport. Rugby in Global Perspective is important reading for students of
sport in society, the globalisation of sport, sports studies, sport development and associated ﬁelds. It is also a
valuable resource for academic researchers working in rugby union or sport in the peripheral rugby nations, as well as
those with an interest in cultural geography, sociology, development studies, events studies, event management and
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sport management.

THE GREAT SPORT OF RUGBY FOOTBALL - A COLLECTION OF CLASSIC MAGAZINE ARTICLES ON THE HISTORY
AND TECHNIQUES OF RUGBY
Hamlin Press Carefully selecting the best articles from our collection of classic magazines we have compiled a series of
informative publications on the subject of sport. The titles in this range include 'Correct Technique for the Great Sport
of Golf, ' 'A Traditional Guide to Swimming and Diving, ' 'The Gentleman's Sport of Hunting, ' and many more. Each
publication has been professionally curated and includes all details on the original source material. This particular
instalment, 'The Great Sport of Rugby Football', contains information on the history and techniques of rugby. Many of
the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900's and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly
expensive. We are republishing these classic works in aﬀordable, high quality, modern editio

SPORT PAST AND PRESENT IN SOUTH AFRICA
(TRANS)FORMING THE NATION
Routledge This book provides an interpretation of sport in contemporary South Africa through an historical account of
the evolution and social ramiﬁcations of sport in the twentieth century. It comprises chapters which trace the growth
of sports such as football, cricket, surﬁng, boxing and rugby, and considers their relationship to aspects of racial
identity, masculinity, femininity, political and social development in the country. The book also draws out the wider
geo-political signiﬁcance of South African sport, placing it in the context of the development of sport both elsewhere
on the African continent and internationally. The history of sport has seen signiﬁcant international growth over the
past few decades. For the most part, however, the history of sport in Africa has remained largely untraced. By
detailing the way in which sport’s development in South Africa overlapped with major socio-political processes on the
wider African continent, this volume seeks to narrow the gap. This book was previously published as a special issue of
the International Journal of the History of Sport.

SPORT IN BRITAIN
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF HISTORICAL PUBLICATIONS, 1800-1988
Manchester University Press

ROUTLEDGE HANDBOOK OF SPORTS DEVELOPMENT
Routledge Sports development has become a prominent concern within both the academic study of sport and within the
organization and administration of sport. The Routledge Handbook of Sports Development is the ﬁrst book to
comprehensively map the wide-ranging territory of sports development as an activity and as a policy ﬁeld, and to oﬀer
a deﬁnitive survey of current academic knowledge and professional practice. Spanning the whole spectrum of activity
in sports development, from youth sport and mass participation to the development of elite athletes, the book
identiﬁes and deﬁnes the core functions of sports development, exploring the interface between sports development
and cognate ﬁelds such as education, coaching, community welfare and policy. The book presents important new
studies of sports development around the world, illustrating the breadth of practice within and between countries, and
examines the most important issues facing practitioners within sports development today, from child protection to
partnership working. With unparalleled depth and breadth of coverage, the Routledge Handbook of Sports
Development is the deﬁnitive guide to policy, practice and research in sports development. It is essential reading for
all students, researchers and professionals with an interest in this important and rapidly evolving ﬁeld.

REFEREES, MATCH OFFICIALS AND ABUSE
RESEARCH AND IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY
Routledge This book explores issues related to the abuse of referees and match oﬃcials in sport. Drawing on original
empirical research in football, rugby union, rugby league and cricket, it provides an insight into the complexities
involved in the recruitment, retention and development processes of match oﬃcials from across the global sports
industry. Using an evidence-based approach, the book examines why abuse occurs, the operational environments in
which match oﬃcials operate, and underlying issues and trends that cut across sports and therefore can be linked to
wider societal trends. It challenges global sport policy and discusses the development of an inclusive, cohesive and
facilitative environment for match oﬃcials, players, coaches and spectators to ensure the future provision of global
sport. Referees, Match Oﬃcials and Abuse is an invaluable resource for all students, scholars and national governing
bodies of sport with an interest in match oﬃcials, sports governance, sport policy, sport management and the
sociology of sport.

BRITISH QUALIFICATIONS 2016
A COMPLETE GUIDE TO PROFESSIONAL, VOCATIONAL AND ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM
Kogan Page Publishers Now in its 46th edition, British Qualiﬁcations is the deﬁnitive one-volume guide to every
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qualiﬁcation on oﬀer in the United Kingdom. With an equal focus on vocational studies, this essential guide has full
details of all institutions and organizations involved in the provision of further and higher education and is an essential
reference source for careers advisors, students and employers. It also includes a comprehensive and up-to-date
description of the structure of further and higher education in the UK. The book includes information on awards
provided by over 350 professional institutions and accrediting bodies, details of academic universities and colleges
and a full description of the current framework of academic and vocational education. It is compiled and checked
annually to ensure accuracy of information.

BRITISH SPORT
A BIBLIOGRAPHY TO 2000
Psychology Press Volume three of a bibliography documenting all that has been written in the English language on the
history of sport and physical education in Britain. It lists all secondary source material including reference works, in a
classiﬁed order to meet the needs of the sports historian.

BRITISH SPORT - A BIBLIOGRAPHY TO 2000
VOLUME 2: LOCAL HISTORIES
Routledge Volume two of a bibliography documenting all that has been written in the English language on the history of
sport and physical education in Britain. It lists all secondary source material including reference works, in a classiﬁed
order to meet the needs of the sports historian.

THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF FOOTBALL
CONTEMPORARY DEBATES
Routledge This fascinating collection brings together leading football historians and sociologists from the UK, Germany,
the USA and Australia to oﬀer fresh perspectives on the early development of football (soccer), not only illuminating
our understanding of the early history of the world’s most popular sport, but also the importance of sport in our
broader social and cultural history. The book presents new evidence and fresh perspectives which will inform the
robust debate that has been raging about the origins and early development of football. It addresses key issues at the
centre of this debate, including the inﬂuence of former English public schoolboys, the development of football
subcultures outside of prestige educational institutions, and the intersection and divergence of the various football
codes around the world. The Early Development of Football is an important resource for anyone working in the history
of football or sports in general, football studies or the sociology of sport. It is also a useful read for those interested in
sport management and the development of sports organisations and rules.

BRITISH SPORT: LOCAL HISTORIES
Psychology Press Volume three of a bibliography documenting all that has been written in the English language on the
history of sport and physical education in Britain. It lists all secondary source material including reference works, in a
classiﬁed order to meet the needs of the sports historian.

THE SHARED ORIGINS OF FOOTBALL, RUGBY, AND SOCCER
Rowman & Littleﬁeld In today’s hypercompetitive world, contact sports bring about ﬁerce rivalries between fans,
between players, and even between countries. From the Ohio State Buckeyes and the Michigan Wolverines in grid iron
football, to the Australian Wallabies and the New Zealand All Blacks in rugby, to Real Madrid and Barcelona in
association football (soccer), contact sports incite a passion few other games can replicate. Though these modern
contests of brawn might vary in ways both subtle and signiﬁcant, they draw on a common history that dates back
centuries. Overcoming rulers, conquerors, and religious leaders, the games of ancient times survived and ﬂourished to
become the sports we know and love today. In The Shared Origins of Football, Rugby, and Soccer, Christopher Rowley
reveals how ball games arose and took shape into seven distinct forms: American football, association football,
Australian rules football, Canadian football, Gaelic football, rugby league football, and rugby union football. Rowley
traces ball games back to the Mayans in Meso-America and the Han Dynasty in China, through ancient Egypt and
Greece, and on through the Cradle of football in England and Scotland. His narrative includes the relatively recent
development of rules, codes, and leagues and concludes with the current state of football around the world. The
Shared Origins of Football, Rugby, and Soccer takes the reader through this unique odyssey in world history by
bringing to life the little-known games of the past. Rowley recreates ancient games from around the world based on
surviving documents and illustrations, and relates ﬁrst-hand accounts of fossil games still played today. Through
careful research, the common ancestry of our modern seven codes of football is ﬁnally pieced together to create a
fascinating history of the world of football that we know today.

SPORT AND SOCIETY
A STUDENT INTRODUCTION
SAGE Praise for the First Edition: "Barrie Houlihan's astonishingly ambitious and skilfully assembled collection
examines the relations between sport, social policy and the social context that underlies the two. Organized around
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such themes as exclusion, commercialism and international comparisons, the book allows the reader to understand not
only the centrality of sport to contemporary society, but the often perplexing policies that contrive to encourage or
deny participation, promote or deter public sector involvement and support or undermine physical education.
Importantly, Houlihan never prioritises the general over the particular, always striving to ﬁnd detail amid the bigger
picture." - Ellis Cashmore, Professor of Culture, Media and Sport, Staﬀordshire University "The most comprehensive
study of contemporary issues in sport by leading international scholars. Houlihan's book is the answer to sports
students' prayers, full of information, statistics, tables and ﬁgures, extensive guides to further reading and, most
important of all, challenging ideas. A weighty vademecum for the early 21st century." - Jim Riordan Honorary Professor
of Sports Studies, University of Stirling, Professor Emeritus at University of Surrey, and President of the European
Sports History Association Fully updated and revised, the Second Edition of Barrie Houlihan's ground-breaking book
provides students and lecturers with a one-stop text that is comprehensive, multi-disciplinary, accessible,
international and engaging. Sport and Society allows students to: Approach the study of sport from a multi-disciplinary
perspective. Understand the importance of social structure, power and inequality in analyzing the nature and
signiﬁcance of sport in society. Address the rapid commercialization and regulation of sport. Engage in comparative
analysis to understand problems clearly and produce sound solutions. Expand their knowledge through chapter
summaries, guides to further reading and extensive bibliographies. This Second Edition contains ﬁve brand new
chapters, which reﬂect recent concerns with: young athletes and human rights, sport and the city, sport and violence,
sport and health, and sport and Islam. A superb teaching text, it will be relished by lecturers seeking an authoritative
introduction to sport and society and students who want a relevant, enriching text for their learning and research
needs.

SPORT STUDIES
SAGE "A comprehensive, useful and informative practical book that draws from a range of disciplines. In particular, the
learning activities provides some useful group and reﬂective discussions." - Heather Allison, London Metropolitan
University "This book supports our year undergraduate students. The case studies and links with UK programmes
provides relevant information to discuss and investigate. Easily accessible." - Emerick Kaitell, Roehampton University
This is an accessible and comprehensive introductory textbook for students on sport studies courses. It brings
together perspectives drawn from a range of disciplines, especially sociology, history and philosophy, with detailed
information on the key political, legal, economic and vocational issues relating to sport. Written speciﬁcally for
students based in the UK, the text examines the full range of topics relevant to sport studies and is fully supported
with learning activities, suggestions for further study, and guidance on how to progress and succeed in the subject.

SPORTS AROUND THE WORLD
HISTORY, CULTURE, AND PRACTICE
ABC-CLIO This multivolume set is much more than a collection of essays on sports and sporting cultures from around
the world: it also details how and why sports are played wherever they exist, and examines key charismatic athletes
from around the world who have transcended their sports. * Nearly 900 entries cover most aspects of sport from
around the world * Contributions from more than 200 distinguished scholars, such as Mark Dyreson, Henning Eichberg,
Malcolm MacLean, S.W. Pope, and Rob Ruck * Entries on players, stadiums, arenas, famous games and matches, major
scandals, and disasters * Lists of Olympic medalists for all events since 1896 as well as lists of winners of major events
such as the FIFA World Cup and MLB World Series * Further reading selections provide direction for in-depth analysis
of each event, sport, personality, or issue discussed

THE EMERGENCE OF FOOTBALLING CULTURES
MANCHESTER, 1840–1919
Manchester University Press This study of Manchester football, by leading football historian Gary James, considers the
sport’s emergence, development and establishment through to its position as the city’s leading team sport. The period
from 1840 to 1919 saw football in Manchester develop from an inconsequential, occasionally outlawed activity, into a
major business with a variety of popular football clubs and supporting industry. This book makes a distinct and original
contribution to the historiography of sport. It is the ﬁrst academic study into the development of association football in
Manchester, and is directly linked to the current state of knowledge and debates within sports history on football’s
origins. It adds regional focus to inform the wider debate, contextualising the growth of the sport in the city and
identiﬁes communities who propagated and developed football. Robust research should ensure that this becomes the
benchmark study of regional football.

RUGBY'S GREAT SPLIT
CLASS, CULTURE AND THE ORIGINS OF RUGBY LEAGUE FOOTBALL
Routledge Since it’s ﬁrst publication, Rugby’s Great Split has established itself as a classic in the ﬁeld of sport history.
Drawing on an unprecedented range of sources, this deeply researched and highly readable book traces the social,
cultural and economic divisions that led, in 1895, to schism in the game of rugby and the creation of rugby league, the
sport of England’s northern working class. Tony Collins’ analysis challenges many of the conventional assumptions
about this key event in rugby history – about class conﬂict, amateurism in sport, the North-South divide, violence on
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the pitch, the development of mass spectator sport and the rise of football. This new edition is expanded to cover
parallel events in Australia and New Zealand, and to address the key question of rugby league’s failure to establish
itself in Wales. Rugby’s Great Split is a benchmark text in the history of rugby, and an absorbing case study of wider
issues – issues of class, gender, regional and national identity, and the impact of the commercialization and recent
professionalization of rugby league. This insightful text is for anyone interested in Britain’s social history or in the
emergence of modern sport, it is vital reading.

FRENCH RUGBY FOOTBALL
A CULTURAL HISTORY
Bloomsbury Publishing As France's oldest team sport, rugby football has throughout its 125-year history reﬂected major
changes in French society. This book analyzes for the ﬁrst time the complex variety of motives that have led the
French to adopt and remake this rather unlikely British sport in their own image. A major site for the construction of
masculine, class-based regional and national identities, France's tradition of 'Champagne rugby' continues to be as
subject to dramatic upheavals as the society that produced it. The game's precocious professionalism and endemic
violence have not infrequently caused the French to be cast as international pariahs. Such isolation, exacerbated by
internal politics, has led the French not only to encourage the extension of the sport beyond its British imperial base
(into Italy and Romania, for instance), but also to engage in some uncomfortable tactical alliances, most obviously with
apartheid South Africa.Taking his analysis both on and oﬀ the ﬁeld, the author tackles these issues and much more:
the relationship of sport and the state (including particularly the Vichy period and the period under de Gaulle);
professionalization; the persistence of colonial and postcolonial structures (including the role of ethnic minorities); and
gender issues - especially masculine identities. At the same time he links the evolution of the sport to the broader
context of French socio-economic, political and cultural history.This book will be essential reading for anyone
interested in the cultural analysis of sport or French popular culture.

THE FEMINIZATION OF SPORTS FANDOM
A SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY
Taylor & Francis Women fans have entered the traditionally male domain of the sports stadium in growing numbers in
recent years. Watching professional sport is important for women for so many reasons, but their expectations and
experiences have been largely ignored by academics. This book tackles these shortcomings in the literature and sheds
new light on the many ways in which women become sports fans. This groundbreaking study is the ﬁrst to focus on the
phenomenon of the feminization of sports fandom. Including original research on football and rugby union in the UK, it
looks at the increasing opportunities for women to become sports fans in contemporary society and critically examines
the way this form of leisure is valued by women. Drawing upon feminist thinking and intersectionality, it shows how
women from diﬀerent social classes and age groups consume the spectacle of sport. This book is fascinating reading
for any student or scholar interested in sport and leisure studies, sociology and gender or women’s studies.

THE SAGE DICTIONARY OF SPORTS STUDIES
SAGE '...a welcome addition to the literature in the rapidly expanding ﬁeld of sports studies. It is up to date,
comprehensive, and well and clearly written. Though primarily sociological in its orientation, it will help students postgraduate and undergraduate alike and their teachers as well - to establish connections between the various subdisciplines and guide them to sources which will enable them to probe issues more deeply... It is a beautifully crafted
book and is sure to be a hit with students and their teachers. It would not surprise me in the least, however, if it
appealed to sports lovers more generally... It is a tour de force and I recommend it unreservedly' - Eric Dunning,
Professor in Sociology, The Centre for the Sociology of Sport, University of Leicester Sports studies is one of the
fastest growing ﬁelds in higher education today. The SAGE Dictionary of Sports Studies brings a timely, much-needed
and comprehensive tool for all students in this multi-disciplinary ﬁeld. Each entry provides a basic deﬁnition, a guide
to research themes and a clear account of the relevance of the concept in understanding sport. Not only indispensable
for quick clariﬁcation of terms, it will give students a springboard for more in-depth research and critical analysis. It
oﬀers: " Cross referencing to assist critical thinking " A list of key readings for each entry " Expert deﬁnitions drawn
from sociology, history, psychology, economics, management and business, politics and policy, physical education and
health, and research methods. " Concise, student-friendly and authoritative entries. Covering sociology, history,
psychology, politics, business, physical education, health and research methods, The SAGE Dictionary of Sports Studies
provides the ﬁrst one-stop reference guide for all students who study the social aspects of sport.

SPORT
SPORT IN AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND
CONTESTED TERRAIN
Routledge This fascinating book investigates the sporting traditions, successes, systems, "terrains" and contemporary
issues that underpin sport in New Zealand, also known by its Māori name of Aotearoa. The book unpacks some of the
"cliches" around the place, prominence and impact of sport and recreation in Aotearoa New Zealand in order to better
understand the country’s sporting history, cultures, institutions and systems, as well as the relationship between sport
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and diﬀerent sections of society in the country. Exploring traditional sports such as rugby and cricket, indigenous
Māori sport, outdoor recreation and contemporary lifestyle and adventure sports such as marching and parkour, the
book examines the contested and conﬂicting societal, geographical and managerial issues facing contemporary
Aotearoa New Zealand sport. Essential reading for anybody with a particular interest in sport in Aotearoa New
Zealand, this book is also illuminating reading for anybody working in the sociology of sport, sport development, sport
management, sport history or the wider history, politics and culture of Aotearoa New Zealand or the South Paciﬁc.

WHO OWNS FOOTBALL?
MODELS OF FOOTBALL GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT IN INTERNATIONAL SPORT
Routledge The commercialization of sport since the 1990s has had a number of consequences. The market forces that
have deﬁned commercialization, notably pay-per-view television, whilst initially welcomed as important new sources of
revenue, have also had the unanticipated consequences of de-stabilizing many sporting competitions and institutions,
undermining the ﬁnancial future of clubs in their traditional role as key social and cultural institutions. This has been
manifested in the paradox of chronic ﬁnancial loss-making amongst professional sports’ clubs in an era of exponential
revenue growth, a trend exempliﬁed by the experience of Italy’s Series A and the English Premier League – both cases
examined in detail in this book. But, at the same time, some traditional sporting organizations have sought with some
success, to chart a middle way, retaining traditional sporting movement objectives whilst also embracing a form of
commercialism. The Gaelic Athletic Association in Ireland, the supporter-owned FC Barcelona football club, and New
Zealand rugby union, oﬀer illustrative examples of such strategies examined in detail. This book explores the
background to this clash of commercial and traditional sporting objectives, and debates the consequences for wider
sports governance. This book was published as a special issue of Soccer and Society.

RUGBY AND THE SOUTH AFRICAN NATION
SPORT, CULTURES, POLITICS, AND POWER IN THE OLD AND NEW SOUTH AFRICAS
Manchester University Press Conventional historical and political analyses of South Africa have frequently neglected the
vital role of sport in general, and rugby in particular. This book ﬁlls the gap through a critical interpretation of rugby's
role in the development of white society, its role in shaping signiﬁcant social divisions, and its centrality to the
apartheid era "power elite".

SPORT AND ITS FEMALE FANS
Routledge Why do women follow sports? How do they participate from the sidelines and what is the signiﬁcance of this
contribution? What can female fandom tell us about gender relations in sport? This book explores these and related
questions by bringing together the varied strands of research being conducted internationally across the social
sciences and humanities on this emerging and topical ﬁeld. While sports spectatorship is a popular and well-respected
site of analysis, no book-length, scholarly contribution documents women's experiences of sports fandom. For this
reason, there is an obvious need for a book that oﬀers researchers, students and non-professional readers an
authoritative introduction to women's modes of sport support. Sport and Its Female Fans will be a landmark
contribution in the ﬁeld of sport research and in studies of sports fandom, making an original contribution to the
growing, yet under-researched, area of female sports spectators.

INTERNATIONAL SPORT
A BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1995-1999 : INCLUDING INDEX TO SPORTS HISTORY JOURNALS, CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
AND ESSAY COLLECTIONS
Psychology Press There has been an explosion in the quantity of sports history literature published in recent years,
making it increasingly diﬃcult to keep abreast of developments. The annual number of publications has increased from
around 250 to 1,000 a year over the last decade. This is due in part to the fact that during the late 1980s and 90s,
many clubs, leagues and governing bodies of sport have celebrated their centenaries and produced histories to mark
this occasion and commemorate their achievements. It is also the result of the growing popularity and realisation of
the importance of sport history research within academe. This international bibliography of books, articles, conference
proceedings and essays in the English language is a one-stop for the sports historian to know what is new.

BRITISH QUALIFICATIONS 2014
A COMPLETE GUIDE TO PROFESSIONAL, VOCATIONAL AND ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM
Kogan Page Publishers Now in its 44th edition, British Qualiﬁcations is the deﬁnitive one-volume guide to every
qualiﬁcation on oﬀer in the United Kingdom. With full details of all institutions and organizations involved in the
provision of further and higher education, this publication is an essential reference source for careers advisors,
students and employers. It also includes a comprehensive and up-to-date description of the structure of further and
higher education in the UK. The book includes information on awards provided by over 350 professional institutions
and accrediting bodies, details of academic universities and colleges and a full description of the current framework of
academic and vocational education. It is compiled and checked annually to ensure accuracy of information.
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AUSTRALIA'S SPORTING SUCCESS
THE INSIDE STORY
UNSW Press The extraordinary performances of Australian athletes, and the awareness of the system that fostered
them, came to the world's attention during the Sydney Olympic Games in 2000. Bloomﬁeld traces the development of
Australian sport from the early 19th century to the modern day institutions that drive our sporting success.

TALENT IDENTIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN SPORTS PERFORMANCE
Frontiers Media SA

SPORT HISTORIES
FIGURATIONAL STUDIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN SPORTS
Routledge Sports Histories draws on ﬁgurational sociology to provide a fresh approach to analysing the development of
modern sport. The book brings together ten case studies from a wide range of sports, including mainstream sports
such as soccer, rugby, baseball, boxing and cricket, to other sports that until now have been largely neglected by
sports historians, such as shooting, motor racing, tennis, gymnastics and martial arts. This groundbreaking work
highlights key debates in the analysis of modern sport, such as: the relative inﬂuence of intra-national class conﬂict
and international conﬂict the relative prominence of commercially led processes in diﬀerent contexts the centrality of
concerns over violence diﬀerences between elite and mass-led sports developments. Above all, Sport Histories proves
the distinctiveness of the ﬁgurational sociological approach and its usefulness in the study of the development of
modern sport.

PERSPECTIVES ON GAME-BASED COACHING
Routledge This book oﬀers new perspectives on game-based coaching (GBC), one of the most important practices for
session design and instructional delivery in sport coaching. GBC emphasises the sport coach as educator and the
development of ‘thinking players’, and this book demonstrates what that means in practice. It brings together leading
and innovative thinkers and practitioners in coaching pedagogy, and aims to stimulate reﬂection by the reader on their
own coaching practice. Reviewing recent theoretical developments and current research in GBC, the book provides indepth examples on how research can be applied in practice, including the use of digital video games, immersive
scenario-based coaching narratives, and the Game Sense approach as ‘play with purpose’. Representing the most upto-date and engaging introduction to the theory and practice of GBC, this book is invaluable reading for all students of
physical education and sport coaching, as well as practising coaches and coach educators.

A DICTIONARY OF SPORTS STUDIES
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